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Abstract
Background/ Objectives: To design a new image cryptosystem using chaotic maps for providing secure communication
of images.
Methods/Statistical Analysis: The proposed scheme is the combination of confusion and diffusion process. In confusion
part, the position of the pixels are shuffled by using the new index position generated by the Arnold cat map. In diffusion
phase each pixel in the shuffled image is substituted by another value using the sorted index value of the chaotic
sequence generated by the two dimensional (2D) logistic map and the neighbourhood pixels. Security analysis of the
proposed scheme has done by using histogram analysis, correlation coefficient and information entropy analysis.
Findings: Combination of chaotic maps for image cryptosystem provides better security at less computational time and
complexity with huge key space. The analysis part and the statistical result demonstrates that the proposed cipher has
sufficient encryption effect to attack against differential and statistical attacks.
Application/Improvement: The proposed cipher can be applicable for different format of images such as GIF, bmp,
TIFF, JPG and also it can be applied for DICOM images.
Keywords: Arnold cat map, chaos, image encryption, logistic map, pseudo random numbers.
1.

Introduction: In today’s scenario, the usage of images has become very popular in many applications like military,

medical, social media and industries. Sensitive images are communicated through insecure networks. So, there is a great
demand for encryption algorithms to securely transfer the images over the communication media. Images are encrypted
in two forms either by disturbing the intensity of the pixels (Spatial domain) 1,2 or disturbing the frequency of pixels in
image(Frequency domain)3,4. Images have some inherent properties, such as high data redundancy, high relationship
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among pixel value and usually large in size. Because of these features, some conventional encryption techniques are
challenging to use and slow the encryption process. To provide solution to this problem chaos based image cryptosystem
has emerged as a new field in cryptography. Chaos system has some inherent properties such as determinism,
randomness, sensitivity to initial condition and ergodicity, these properties make the chaos a very popular in the field of
image encryption. Various image encryption algorithm using chaos has been proposed 5–7. Chaos based image cipher is
the combination of confusion and diffusion process. In confusion process the position of the pixel values are changed and
in diffusion process the value of the pixels are changed. An image encryption algorithm8 has proposed using logistic
map. Another map which is more related to logistic map is a tent map. In9 some changes has done in tent map to have a
high chaotic range, they combine the logistic, tent and sine map to form tent- sine map which has excellent chaotic
behaviour and used for the substitution process of image encryption. A new encryption scheme10has proposed using
Chebyshev map which has excellent chaotic properties. However, all of them used one dimensional chaotic maps , the
random numbers generated by these chaotic map are chaotic only for the limited range, again the same set of sequence
are repeated. To overcome these limitations two dimensional chaotic maps were invented, which generate more random
numbers. In another scheme11 authors used Chirikov-taylor map for generating pseudo random numbers used for
confusing the image. A novel image encryption12has proposed

using the Henon map for permutation and

spatiotemporal chaos for substitution. In the image encryption concept13 authors used the discretized baker map for
shuffling the image. In our proposed scheme we have used Arnold cat map14 for confusion process and the confused
image is diffused using two dimensional (2D) logistic map15, which increases the security of the proposed scheme. To
increase the diffusion result, image pixel values are diffused using both logistic map and the neighbourhood pixel values.
This paper is ordered in the succeeding form. Section 2 discusses the basics of generalized Arnold cat map and 2D
logistic map. Proposed chaos based image cryptosystem is presented in section3. Result and security level analysed in
section 4. Conclusion part discussed in section 5
2. Basic concept of proposed scheme
2.1. Arnold cat map: Arnold cat map is one of the most discrete systems, which provide chaotic behavior. In 1960
Vladmir Arnold invented this chaotic map, he tested this map using cat image, so he named this as Arnold cat
map16.The Arnold cat map is explained by the following Eq. (1).
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(1)
In the above equation x and y are the position of pixels in origin image while (x’,y’) is the chaotic sequence denoted as
random position of the pixel value created by the cat map. P and q are system parameters, N represents the height or
width of the image. By using the Arnold cat map the position of the pixel values(x, y) of original image is changed to
position (x’,y’). So, by using cat map iteratively all the pixel positions are modified and finally we get the permutated
image which is ready for the diffusion process. Figure 1. shows the result of permutated image which obtained by using

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Image Permutation (a) origin image (b) result of 1 st iteration of permutation
(c) output of 2nd iteration (d) 10th iteration-final permutated image

(d)

Arnold cat cap with 10 iterations.
2D Logistic map
The expanded form of one dimensional logistic map is a 2D logistic map. It provides large key space and increases the
dependency of system parameters.The chaotic sequence generated by this map has a great amount of chaotic behavior17.
The 2D logistic map is defined in Eq. (2).

β1, β2, γ1 and γ2 are system control parameters. The 2D logistic map is in chaotic behavior only when the system
parameters are in the range of 2.75≤ β1, β2 ≤ 3.45 and 0.15 ≤ γ1, γ2 ≤ 0.21, the initial values x0 and y0 must be in the
range between 0 and 1. It can produce two chaotic sequences within the range [0, 1]. Chaotic sequences generated by a
map is greatly sensitive to initial values, a small variation in these parameters will change the result of decryption. In 2D

Figure. 2. Randomness of chaotic series x and y
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logistic map 6 keys are used. So it is not possible for the attacker to apply the exhaustive attack to get the origin image.
The analysis of the randomness of the chaotic sequences of the 2D logistic map is shown in Figure. 2.
3. Proposed encryption scheme
The proposed image cryptosystem is the combination of two major steps, image confusion and diffusion. In confusion
the position of the pixel values are scattered by utilizing the chaotic numbers generated by the Arnold cat map and in
diffusion process each pixel of the scattered image is converted into another value by using x and y series generated by
the 2D logistic map. The overall view of the proposed image cryptosystem is shown in Figure 3.

p

Origin image

β1,2 γ1,2 x0 y0

q

2D Logistic map

Arnold cat map
Y’
X’
q
q
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X series
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q
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Figure 3. Overall view of the proposed image cryptosystem

The proposed encryption scheme contains 6 steps, which are discussed as follows.
Step1: Select any grayscale image I(m,n) as the original image, where n,m denotes number of rows and columns of
images.
Step 2: Produce new pixel positions x’={ x1,x2,x3,x4……Xm} and y’={ y1,y2,y3,y4…….yn } using Arnold cat map.
Step 3: Shuffle the image by using the method given below
Ix(i),y(j)  Ix’(i),y’(j)

i= 1,2,3……m; j=1,2,3……n;

As the result of this step, we get the confused image I’(m,n)
Step 4: Generate two chaotic sequences ={ x1,x2,x3,x4…Xmxn}

and Y={ y1,y2,y3,y4….ynxm}using 2D logistic

map by applying the key parameters.
Step 5: Sort the generated chaotic sequence X, Y as follows:
[sx,ix] = sort(X); sx and sy are the new sorted sequence
[sy,iy] = sort(Y); ix and iy are the index values of X and Y
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Step 6: The confused image I’(m,n) is diffused by using the following procedure
For i=2:m
For j=2:n
I f (mod(j,2)==0)
I’’(i,j) = I’(i-1,j-1) (xor) ix(k) k=1,2,3……..(m* n)/2;
Else
I’’(i,j) = I’(i-1,j-1) (xor) iy(k) k=1,2,3……..(m* n)/2;
End
End
At the end of this step encrypted image I’’(m,n) has generated.
For retrieving the origin image from the cipher image, reverse process of the proposed encryption process can be used.
4. Experimental result
Here, we have taken the standard grayscale Lena image (256 X 256) as the original image for the projected scheme. We
have developed the experiment using Matlab 13. The initial values and key parameters we have taken for generating
chaotic sequence is β1=3.13, β2=2.94, γ1=0.17, γ2=0.14, x0=0.17, y0=0.40. In addition to these keys include the
number of iteration of Arnold cat map and the system parameters p and q are also used as secret keys, for our experiment
we have chosen the iteration value as 10 and for p and q we have taken the size of the origin image. Figure 4. Shows the
result of proposed scheme. The result shows that there is no connection between the origin image and the cipher image.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4. (a) Origin image and its histogram (b) Confused image and its histogram (c) Final
diffused image and its histogram
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So, it is difficult to get the original image by applying differential attack.
5. Security Analysis
5.1. Key space analysis
Good cipher must have a large key space 18. Here, we are using six different keys they are β1, β2 γ1, γ2, x0, y0. If we
have taken the precision value as 10-14, then the size of the key is 1084. In addition to these keys include the number of
iteration value and system parameters p and q for Arnold cat map is also used as keys. So, totally 9 keys are used in our
scheme. Hence, size of the key is sufficient to fight against differential attack.
5.2. Gray histogram analysis
We have compared the histogram of the origin and encrypted image to analyse the security level. Figure.5 (a) and (b)
shows the histogram of the input and cipher image. From the figures it is clearly identified that the pixel values of the
origin and ciphered image has low similarities. So, it is challenging for the attackers to apply statistical attack for hacking
the original image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Origin Lena image histogram
(b) Ciphered Lena image histogram

5.3. Correlation coefficient analysis
All pixels in the origin image are highly related with its neighborhood pixels in all directions. A good image cipher
should generate the ciphered image with no such relationship in the neighborhood pixels 19. The correlation coefficient
analysis is the best way for finding the eminence of the projected encryption algorithm 20. To check the correlation
among the two neighborhood pixels in origin image and cipher image, we have selected 3840 pairs of pixels from each
direction (horizontal, vertical, diagonal) from the origin and cipher image. And so, correlation coefficient is computed by
utilizing the following Eq. (3).
Exp(x) =
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D(x) =
Covar(x,y) =

The correlation coefficient of the original image and the cipher image of each direction is given in Figure 6. Figure 6 (a)
shows the correlation between the pixels of three direction of the origin Lena image. Figure 6(b) show the correlation
between the pixels of ciphered Lena image.

Figure 6. (a) Correlation of pixels in original Lena image

Figure 6. (b) Correlation of pixels in ciphered Lena image

The correlation coefficients of the different origin and cipher image are presented in Table 1. Based on the result shown
in Table 1, it is clear, that the correlation between the pixel values of the cipher image has nearest value to 0. So the
projected image cryptosystem has good encryption effect.
Table 1: correlation coefficient of images.
Input image
Lena:
Origin image
Cipher image
Boat:
Origin image
Cipher image
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Horizontal

Vertical

Diagonal

0.9413
0.0086

0.9699
-0.0016

0.9155
0.0039

0.8951
-0.0015

0.9229
-0.0059

0.8418
0.0011
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Camera man:
Origin image
Cipher image

0.9292
0.0017

0.9577
0.0021

0.9000
0.0017

5.4. Information entropy
To find the level of uncertainties of information in image, information entropy can be used. It evaluate the scattering of
pixel values in the image. If the pixel values are distributed evenly then the entropy value is high. It is described in
following Eq. (4).

Ii is the ith pixel value of the n size gray image. P(Ii) is the probability of Ii. 8 is the entropy value of the images which
are generated randomly. A good cryptosystem must have the entropy value as 8. Table 2 shows the result of entropy of
the proposed scheme. From the result it is clear that the encrypted image entropy is very close to 8. Hence the proposed
cipher is efficient to fight against statistical attack.
Table 2: information entropy of images.
Image

Entropy
Origin image

Cipher image

Lena

7.4436

7.9973

Boat

7.1770

7.9970

Camera man

7.0922

7.9963

6. Conclusion
Here, we projected an image cryptosystem by combining two chaotic maps. The image is scrambled by using Arnold cat
map and the scrambled image is diffused by using XOR between index value of the chaotic sequence produced by 2D
logistic map and the previous pixel value. The result analysis shows that the proposed scheme has sufficient encryption
effect, huge key space. The proposed scheme can directly apply to color image cryptosystem.
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